APX 6000 XE  Top Display Radio - Program Scan Instructions

1) Press and hold the Scan On/Off button until a square box flashes in the display.
2) Rotate the “channel” knob to a “channel” you wish to add or delete to your scan list.
3) Press the light button (blue) on the side of the radio to add or delete or make a “channel” priority. The \( \mathbf{Z} \) symbol means the “channel” has been added to the scan list. The \( \mathbf{Z} \cdot \) symbol means the “channel” is added with priority.
4) To add or delete a channel from another Bank, press the Zone button directly below the Scan ON/Off button until you reach the desired Bank, then rotate the “channel” knob to the “channel” you wish to add or delete to your scan list.
5) Press the light button (blue) on the side of the radio to add or delete “channels”. (The \( \mathbf{Z} \) symbol means the “channel” has been added to the scan list.)
6) When done making changes turn the Radio Off and bock ON.